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ECONOMY
Don’t panic, we’ve got insurance!

W

ith the cost of living rising faster than wage
growth, households are feeling the pinch
again. It’s not a new feeling for them. Their inflation
adjusted earnings were falling for about six years
after the financial crisis hit. But now, after so many
years of austerity, it seems that they are fed up and
turning to borrowing, rather than belt tightening.
Consumer credit has been increasing as households
have turned to credit cards, but also other types of
financing for swanky cars and the like. Low interest
rates make this much more possible than in the
past, but it has raised some eyebrows at the Bank
of England. It’s concerned that higher levels of debt
make households more vulnerable to higher interest
rates and any worsening in the fortunes of the
economy.
But it’s not something to panic about. The UK
has high levels of debt compared with some other
countries, but most of that is due to mortgages. As
house prices have grown, so has mortgage debt.
Consumer debt is only 13% of overall household

debt. But it is rising fast. In the past year, outstanding
car loans, credit card balances and personal loans
have increased by 10%, but household incomes
have risen by only 1.5%. The interest rates and terms
on personal loans and credit cards – and especially
car finance deals – have eased significantly, as
lenders have taken a more relaxed approach to risk
and compete for customers.
Should that be a worry? Not yet, if at all. 40% of
households with consumer debt actually have
savings bigger than their outstanding debt. But the
Bank of England has already made sure that banks
cannot easily let credit get out of control in the belief
that ‘this time it’s different’. Measures to curb too
relaxed an attitude to lending are already in place.
In the words of the Bank, these measures should
act like a good insurance policy. Any frustrations in
lending today are being outweighed by the benefit
of a healthier set of households if economic
conditions worsen.
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SALES
Homes in the UK

ompared to most other European countries,
the UK has one of the highest proportions of
homes built before the second world war, often
called period homes. It is common knowledge that
older homes hold onto their value better than some
newer ones. Of course it’s not just age – the value
of these homes also depends on their location
and condition. Although no two houses are ever
quite the same, and condition and location are the
same, the architectural style tends to be the biggest
determinant of price.

It’s Tudor homes that are most likely to be worth +£1
million. 6% of the 40,000 Tudor homes in the UK
have values in seven figures. Here buyers are paying
for rarity and distinctive character. At the other end of
the spectrum, homes built between 1960 and 1980
are least likely to be worth over a million. Some of this
is down to today’s style preferences, but it’s also down
to where they were built. A high proportion of the
homes built in these two decades were in new towns
such as Milton Keynes and Harlow, which are still
establishing themselves.

More +£1 million homes were built in the Victorian
rather than in any other era. Victorian homes make
up just 13% of all houses in the UK, but 22% of
those sold for over £1 million. But there is a big
mix of Victorian homes, many of them small and
inexpensive. Overall just 2.5% of Victorian homes
are worth seven figures or more.

Today there is a finite supply of older homes and
because of this, buyers are generally willing to pay
more for them – particularly in parts of the country
like London and the South East of England where land
restrictions mean that newer homes are less likely to
be built in the best locations. But it is also because it
tends to be the best homes in each era which survive.
So maybe in 100 years’ time it will be the best 1960s
homes, that have survived, that will carry a premium!
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Proportion of £1m+ homes in the UK
Source: Countrywide Research & Land Registry
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LETTINGS
Proportion of overseas landlords halves

A

common idea that the growth of the
rental sector since 2010 has been driven
by overseas investors is not true. In fact, the
proportion of overseas based landlords in Great
Britain (GB) hit a record low in 2017. Overseas
landlords owned just 5% of all homes let in
GB in 2017, down from 12% in 2010.

The number of European based landlords has
been gradually falling over time, more so than
any other group. In 2010 they made up 39% of
all lets by overseas landlords in London, but now
account for 28%. They were the biggest group
of overseas investors in London until 2014. Asia
based landlords have taken over as the biggest
group of overseas based landlords in the capital
(33%), followed by Europeans (28%), North
Americans (10%) and Middle Eastern (9%).
Outside of London, Europeans (37%) remain
the biggest group of overseas landlords.

A steady increase in foreign investors’ tax bills
combined with more recent falling expectations
of price growth, particularly in London, has led to
a decline in foreign investment in buy-to-let. As
well as having to contend with increased stamp
duty and the annual tax on enveloped dwellings
(ATED), overseas investors also saw the removal
of capital gains tax exemptions in 2015.

The proportion of overseas based landlords
has fallen in every region across Great Britain
since 2010. London has always had the highest
proportion (currently 11%) of landlords based
overseas, followed by the South East (5%). But
outside London and the South East, less than
5% of homes are let by an overseas landlord.

As a result, London saw the largest fall with one
in ten (11%) homes let this year owned by an
overseas landlord, down from one in four (26%)
in 2010. Prime Central London continues to have
the largest proportion of overseas based landlords
– they owned nearly a third of all homes (31%)
let in 2010, a figure which fell to 23% in 2017.

Where overseas landlords are based (2017)
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GB (exc. London) landlords
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Source: Countrywide Research

STAT OF THE MONTH
Flipping ‘eck

G

iven lower demand from landlords to buy
properties due to the extra 3% stamp duty tax
introduced last year, perhaps surprisingly the number
of homes bought, done up and sold on –
or flipped – is up. However, it looks like there’s
an element of would-be landlords choosing
to buy homes to do up and sell on instead. Or perhaps
with less competition from landlords there’s now more
opportunity for the small-scale developer instead.

Proportion of
flipped homes
Over 5%
4 to 5%
2 to 4%
2 to 3%
Under 2%

2015

2017
Local Authority

Homes sold
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Local Authority

Homes sold
twice in a year
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